
 

 
 

Hausfeld is an international law firm with offices in the USA, UK, Germany, 

the Netherlands, Belgium, Sweden and France. We are claimant focused 

and bring a visionary approach to resolving claims. We tenaciously focus 

on results and achieve pragmatic conclusions. We explore ideas and view 

law from novel perspectives. 

(Senior) Associate and Junior Associate roles 
 
We are looking for one or more (Senior) Associates (4 to 7 years of experience) and Junior 

Associates to join our team.  

Due to the growth of our international litigation practice, Hausfeld Amsterdam is looking for 

immediate reinforcements. Do you aspire to work on complex and precedent-setting legal 

proceedings on behalf of clients worldwide? At Hausfeld Amsterdam the atmosphere is informal 

and open. We work in small and closely-knit teams on high-profile cases, in the areas of 

competition law, financial & commercial law, environmental & product liability law, technology & 

data breach and human rights. 

At Hausfeld you work at a profoundly different law firm. We view the law from novel 

perspectives. We’ve always been proud of being thoughtfully rebellious. Offering access to 

justice is at the heart of what we do. We therefore invite not only smart and spirited 

professionals with resolve, creativity and a sense of fun, but also those with conviction, to join 

our team.  

 
Our future colleague for the position of (senior) associate: 

• has a Bachelor and Master degree in Dutch law and is qualified to work as a lawyer 

(advocaat) in the Netherlands; 

• has 4 to 7 years of prior experience as a lawyer; 
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• has experience in conducting legal proceedings; 

• has strong analytical skills; 

• is enthusiastic, pragmatic and focused on results; 

• is a team player; and 

• has an excellent command of both Dutch and English. 

Our future colleague for the position of junior associate: 

• has a Bachelor and Master degree in Dutch law; 

• has strong analytical skills; 

• is enthusiastic, pragmatic and focused on results; 

• is a team player; and 

• has an excellent command of both Dutch and English.

What we offer: 

• challenging, cross-border work for interesting Dutch and international clients 

• close cooperation with Hausfeld's international offices in the USA (Boston, New York, 

Philadelphia, San Francisco and Washington, DC) and Europe (Amsterdam, Berlin, 

Brussels, Düsseldorf, London, Paris and Stockholm). 

• a closely-knit team in which there is a lot of cooperation, a sense of responsibility and 

initiative. 

• a pleasant, energetic and collegial working environment. 

• the opportunity to develop yourself; and 

• an excellent compensation. 

If you think a career at Hausfeld might be for you, we would love to hear from you! 

TO APPLY, please send an email to recruitment-amsterdam@hausfeld.com with your 

resume and covering letter.  
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